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What Words Want

ADAM TA L I B

Conference review of “Les mots du désir: La langue de l’érotisme arabe et ses
traductions”

May 6–7, 2016

Institut du Monde Arabe and l’Université Paris–Sorbonne

Over two sunny days in Paris, participants at the conference “Les mots du désir”

(“Words ofDesire”) shared thoughts, hypotheses, prejudices, assumptions, and con-
clusions about how premodern, modern, and contemporary Arab societies have
discussed eroticism in literature, song, film, dance, quasi-scientific discourse, and
everyday speech.European andNorthAmerican academic interest in the sex lives of
Arabs living anddead, aswell as in the sexual identities, representations,mores, and
behaviors prevalent in past and present Arab societies shows no sign of abating, but
one way in which the organizers of this conference attempted to avoid the trap of
the colonial gaze that continues to color most such analyses was to focus on the
languages in which desire, behavior, repulsion, and other emotions are expressed.
Not every paper was devoid of orientalist prurience, butmost were serious attempts
to scrutinize Arabic erotic discourse in a variety of contexts, genres, and settings.
The conferencewas prompted byClaire Savina (Paris-Sorbonne/IFPO/CERMOM)
and was organized by her and her doctoral supervisor, Frédéric Lagrange (Paris-
Sorbonne). The conference was held at the Institut duMonde Arabe andUniversité
Paris-Sorbonne, respectively, and was supported by those institutions as well as
by INALCO-CERMOM, IISMM, and EHESS. Submissions were evaluated by
a committee made up of Pascal Buresi (IISMM), Abdallah Cheikh-Moussa (Paris-
Sorbonne, CERMOM), Luc-Willy Deheuvels (INALCO-CERMOM), Katia Zakharia
(Lyon 2, CIHAM), andmyself. The conference organizers plan to make a recording
of the conference available online and also to publish a proceedings volume. The
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first day of the conference concluded with a roundtable discussion, “Writing,
Conveying, and Translating Desire,” that featured Daniel Newman (University of
Durham), who has translated at-Tīfāshī’s Nuzhat al-albāb into English as Sensual
Delights of the Heart (2013); Salwa al-Neimi, author of La preuve par le miel;
Marion Toubol, author of Amours: Voyage dans l’intimité des Egyptiens; and
Habeeb Akande, author of A Taste of Honey: Sexuality and Erotology in Islam.

Twenty-one papers were presented during the two-day conference: fifteen by
scholars working in the European Union, four by scholars working in the United
States, and two by scholars working in North Africa. Thirteen papers concerned
the premodern phases of Arabo-Islamic culture, while eight papers dealt with the
modern Arab world and its diasporas. The largest number of papers presented at
the conference dealt either with Arabic erotological texts or with explicitly erotic
creativeworks. This cluster included papers on sexmanuals, classical Arabic poetry,
Egyptian popmusic, and love treatises. The papers that fall outside this cluster can
be divided into two equal groups: (1) papers— influenced undoubtedly by the
conference title—that dealt with lexical issues in Arabic eroticism and (2) papers
that limned the implicit erotic dimensions of creativeworks. Among the papers that
traced implicit eroticism, Yasmina Brunet’s paper “La danse orientale comme tra-
duction de l’érotisme arabe aujourd’hui, limites et enjeux” was notable for treating
a performance art and for dealing with creative works largely produced in the

Arab diaspora. Brunet provided a categorization of trends in contemporary belly
dance based on performance analysis as well as interviews with choreographers
and performers. Dwight Reynolds’s paper “Music as Desire: Erotic Dimensions
of Musical Imagery in the Muwashshaḥ” also treated the figure of the performer,
in this case the usually female singer of muwashshaḥāt as presented in muwash-
shaḥāt lyrics themselves. Reynolds turned his attention to the intimate space of
muwashshaḥāt texts and their erotic imagery. He found that representations of
musical scenes in the muwashshaḥāt not only are self-referential but “add to the
sensuality of these imagined encounters.” Continuing with the theme of music,
Frédéric Lagrange, the conference host, presented a very rich paper, “Chanter le
désir, mimer l’obscenité: Fantasmes masculins et agaceries féminines dans la
chanson égyptienne, de l’ère des almées aux danseuses satellitaires,” in which he
traced different iterations of what he calls the “vamp” (aguicheuse) in pop music
from the very beginning of the Egyptian recording industry to the present day.
Lagrange argued that the figure of the seductress in Egyptian popmusic—previously
associated with ʿawālim singers in the early twentieth century—reappeared on the
scene in the 1990s, thanks in part to satellite technology, and has only grown in
popularity and controversy. For example, the video clip “Sīb īdī” (“Let Me Go”) has
been watchedmore than twomillion times on YouTube and also led to the arrest in
2015 of the male singer, female singer-dancer, and cameraman. Returning to the
analyses of nonexplicit works, I would like to mention briefly the presentations by
Marlé Hammond and Rima Sleiman. Hammond presented a compelling semiotic
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analysis of kissing scenes in four Egyptian films released between 1944 and 1946.
Sleiman discussed the erotic dimensions of Salīm Maṭar’s 1990 novel Imraʾat al-
qārūrah (The Woman of the Flask, 2005) in such rapid-fire French that I could not
follow itwell enough todo justice to it here. Ingeneral, thiswrite-up is biased toward
the twelve papers delivered in English at the expense of the nine papers delivered in
French on account of my own linguistic limitations.

Several speakers presented lexical analyses of the eponymous words of desire.
Fatma Ben Slamia presented a study of how English taboo words have been trans-
lated into Arabic subtitles for distribution over satellite. Miguel Angel Lucena pre-
senteda surveyof the termsused for coitus inash-Shayzarī’s thirteenth-century erotic
manual Kitāb al-Īḍāḥ fī asrār an-nikāḥ (Unveiling the Secrets of Sex). Two of the
papers in this cluster provided rich, sociolinguistic studies of how terms related to
sexual identity are used in the contemporary Arab world. Meriem Guellouz focused
on theuse of terms for sexual identity inMSAandTunisianArabic as bothmarkers of
identificationand termsof abuse.Gabriel Sémerène’s paper focusedmore specifically
on the use of identity labels in LGBTQ activism in Lebanon and Palestine. The final
paper in what I have classified as the lexical cluster, Christian Junge’s paper on the
function of lists of erotic words in Aḥmad Fāris al-Shidyāq’s al-Sāq ʿalā al-sāq (Leg
Over Leg, 2013–14), is in fact a work of literary analysis, and avery astute one at that.
Junge argued convincingly that the lexical lists in Shidyāq’s masterpiece are both a

formofcolonial resistanceanda sourceof readerly joy. Interestedreaders shouldkeep
an eye out for Junge’s forthcoming article “LengthThatMatters: Towards aPoetics of
Enumeration in al-Shidyāq’s al-Sāq ʿalā al-sāq (1855).”

The largest cluster of papers focused on erotic or erotological works, mainly
from the premodern period. Monica Balda-Tillier spoke about the notion of ʿishq in
the work of several classical authors, including Mughulṭāy, about whose treatise
Balda-Tillier iswriting abook.DaniloMarino,who ispreparinga critical editionof al-
Badrī’s well-known hashish work, presented a paper on the association between
hashishconsumptionandmale-male eroticismandsex.Bothpapersdemonstrate the
importance of questions raised by these two relatively unknown texts. Sasson Cha-
hanovich and Brigitte Foulon each presented interesting papers on better-known
authors and genres. Chahanovich analyzed the recurrence of erotic scenes set during
Muslim pilgrimage rituals inUmayyad poetry,while Foulon focused on sensuality in
the poetry of theAndalusian IbnKhafājah.Moreprovocativewere twopresentations
by Ignacio Gutiérrez de Terán and Sinan Antoon, which each focused on sexually
explicit, antierotic poetry. In his presentation, Gutiérrez de Terán provided a broad
typology of Arabicmujūn poetry to show that most Arabic poetry that mentions sex
does so to be obscene, humorous, or scatological, not to excite as is the case with
pornography. Inhis presentationAntoon focused on thepoetry of Ibn al-Ḥajjāj—the
subject of Antoon’s 2014monograph,The Poetics of theObscene in PremodernArabic
Poetry: Ibn al-Ḥajjāj and Sukhf—and put forward a new argument about the social
function of the disgust produced by and in Ibn al-Ḥajjāj’s vulgar poetry.
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Turning to the Arabic erotological tradition, Claire Savina’s paper discussed
how the Quran was used to legitimize sexual pleasure in an-Nafzāwī’s well-known
manual ar-Rawḍ al-ʿāṭir fī nuzhat al-khāṭir (The Perfumed Garden of Sensual
Delight, 1999). Slobodan Ilic informed the conference that he plans to publish
a Turkish translation of a previously unknown erotic manual from the Oriental
Institute of Sarajevomanuscript library that wasmiscataloged as al-Tījānī’sNuzhat
an-nufūs wa-tuḥfat al-ʿarūs (The Amusement of Souls: A Treasury for Brides and
Grooms) before it was destroyed in 1992 during the Siege of Sarajevo. Ilic has
provided the Oriental Institute of Sarajevo with a photocopy of themanuscript that
was in his possession. Pernilla Myrne presented a very interesting paper on the
figure of the elderly female erotic expert in Arabic sex advice literature, including in
the important but only partly published erotic manual Jawāmiʿ al-ladhdhah (The
Compendium of Pleasure). Finally, Shireen Hamza discussed the alimentary
dimension of Arabic erotological discourse in her paper “Sex in the Kitchen: Aph-
rodisiacs in Medicine and Cuisine.” Hamza’s survey of pharmacopoeial, culinary,
and erotic texts demonstrated that many aphrodisiacs were quotidian foodstuffs
and that erotological knowledge found its way into a wide variety of texts.

I hope that this summary of two busy and stimulating days in Paris gives
readers some idea of the variety of questions being asked by students of Arabic
erotica. Only a few papers attempted to address the key question of what our host,

Frédéric Lagrange, referred to in his opening remarks as the Arabic erotic episteme,
but the topic is clearly one that scholars from various disciplines, academic back-
grounds, and periods of specialization are interested in plumbing further. For my
part, I hope that this interestwill always be pairedwith deep and sensitive reading of
primary sources. In recent years scholars like Khaled El-Rouayheb, Afsaneh Naj-
mabadi, Everett Rowson, Frédéric Lagrange, Thomas Bauer, and Joseph Massad
havebegun to turn thepageon centuriesofprurience, sensationalism, andhypocrisy
in scholarship on this topic, but far more remains to be done. I have no doubt that
much serious and sensitive work will be produced over the next few decades, but I
worry that in the interest of being empirical, objective, and otherwise methodologi-
cally sound, these new histories of Arabo-Islamic sexuality and erotica will comple-
ment the radical ideological shift that has taken place since the Second World War.
The same centers of power that once presumed to teach proper sexual mores and
continence to Arab and other colonial subjects now pretend to a level of sexual free-
domand tolerance that sets the standard for legislative and social progress around the
world. In these circumstances, it is incumbent on scholars to redeem the one hon-
orable legacy of our field: its power to shake Western morality to its core.

ADAM TALIB is assistant professor of classical Arabic literature in the Department

of Arab and Islamic Civilizations at the American University in Cairo. Contact:

atalib@aucegypt.edu.
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